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WEEKLY NEWS LETTER                                                         Friday 24th November 2023 

Proud moments: 

Acorn 
Violet for setting back in well. 
Tommy for sitting through the whole school pantomime. 
William for great transitioning from room to room. 
Carson and Reggie for some amazing dough disco work.  
 
Apple 
Ben for a brilliant swimming session, well done. 
Eli for working with an adult dressing a paper doll in winter clothes. 
Jayden for identifying winter clothing with minimal prompting. 
Kohan for brilliant singing in circle time. 
LBB for brilliant dancing and looking so happy during Dance in PE. 
Riley for brilliant communication using his eye gaze. 
Sam for great engagement in write dance and mark making 'a'. 
Shey for brilliant focus and engagement during the pantomime.  
Teddy for a brilliant attention autism session and saying "Teddy wants more bubbles". 
 
Willow 
Maggie for beautiful interactions with peers during Circle Time. 
Samuel for excellent communication during snack time.  
A for demonstrating incredible anticipation during Attention Autism by tapping her hands on 
her legs.  
Reggie for lovely work in Phonics recognising some of our Set 1 sounds independently. 
Oliver for excellent determination in Phonics whilst working on some new picture cards. 
Jared for initiating beautiful interactions with his peers during playtimes. 
Lavinia for wonderful role play interactions whilst exploring the till and money in Maths.  
Ardian for excellent engagement with props during our sensory story this week.  
Henri for lovely work in Maths matching colours to baskets.  
 
Beech 
Charlie for throwing a ball back and forth with staff.  
William has been engaging in more/different activities throughout the school day.  
Lucian has been trying new foods this week, which included cucumber.  
Otis has been working hard on ILP's and has had some lovely staff interactions.  
Y enjoyed exploring the horticulture area, planting bulbs and looking after plants.  
Davids has had some lovely staff interactions this week, giggling and showing us his 
amazing and funny personality.  
Octavia has worked really hard on her communication this week including communication 
boards and sound buttons.  
Teddy has been expressing his sensory needs through choosing different options including 
the sensory room and sensory Integrations rooms. 
 
Ash 
ED - for being very brave whilst out in the community - when she encountered some dogs, 
she stopped and said hello. 
GR - a super time at Westhouses Primary School's Gardening Club. 
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IK - building a lovely friendship in Ash class and encouraging good choices.  
JH - joining in with register more consistently - saying good morning/good afternoon in 
response to his name.  
KH - excellent CVC word reading - smashing it!! 
LS - for his responsible attitude when out in the community.  
OC - excellent counting up to 30, doing it mostly independently. 
PO - for joining in with his phonics group a couple of times this week. 
RL - for being so welcoming to his peers in class. 
WB - for taking his time in completing his RSHE task this week, focussing on both his cutting 
skills and choosing the correct pictures for him.  
WR - recognised all the values of coins when written down in pounds and pence.  
 
Juniper 
MS, SJ, TD & DR for engaging beautifully with the whole school pantomime. 
SA for sitting independently. 
RTC, SH & LR for fantastic engagement in music. 
JH for fantastic work in forest school. 
 
Sycamore 
K for counting to 8 in forest school. 
Ruby for brilliant colourful semantics work on The Mitten. 
Haydn for being great with forest school rules. 
Harry for amazing work in swimming. 
Edward for super independent dressing. 
Seb for cleaning the tables with a big smile. 
Ben for brilliant work in his walker in PE. 
Sarah for beautiful speech in thrive time and super money maths. 
Faith for such great work engrossed in an activity for 45 mins. 
Josh brilliant communication in reading, playing the drum in music and great money maths. 
Lola for amazing work on the rotunda. 
 
Larch 
HLW-Amazing work in Maths, identifying fractions on a number line! 
WD-Working hard in Maths, identifying fractions on a number line! 
P-Amazing work in Maths, identifying fractions on a number line! 
RM-Amazing confidence and skill in PE, dancing to the 80s. 
PG-Fantastic effort and skill in PE, dancing to the 80s. 
SB-Great effort and skill in PE, dancing to the 80s. 
LK-Fantastic effort and skill in PE, dancing to the 80s. 
GK-Developing her knife skills, using bridge hold and claw grip in her Cookery lessons. 
CD-Great work in Literacy, levelling up her writing through the use of adjectives. 
HV-Good skill in following a colour score on the piano to play Sam Smith's 'Stay with Me'. 
SP-Excellent engagement and work, in Maths, in her Purple Ruler tutoring session. 
 
Blossom 
Blossom class have had a lovely week. this week we had our sensory story ' peace at last' 
we explored all the different props linking to the story. In art we have been working on our 

modelling skills..... hopefully you will be able to see all this hard work at the end of term😉.  

Asher- Lovely reaching in our 'MOVE with me' session! 
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Ivy- Brilliant side sitting during our rebound session, you even lifted your hands up. 
Killian- Amazing sitting on the bench with no support, keep up the great work! 
RB- Great focusing on objects from our sensory story.  
Teddy- Great having you back in class and lots of lovely 'talking'. 
Nevaeh- Wonderful work on your ILPs letting us know how you feel and if you would like 
'more' of an activity. 
 
Holly 
Leo for helping with snacks for his peers, without being asked. 
Jessie for answering questions in RSHE on people’s rights and reasonability's. 
Rosie and B J for great swimming at the leisure centre learning to do the back stroke. 
Lara doing some great fine motor work with her OT. 
Ashleigh and FS for doing recycling around school. 
Billy, Rosie Jake and Sara worked really hard in music, practicing the dance to some music. 
Frankie has been very helpful with her friends especially during dinnertimes. 
 
Cherry 
AN - For amazing work in phonics, writing the letters M, A and S. 
NM - For acknowledging other pupils art work and really engaging. 
JV - Pulling himself up from a sitting position to standing to access activities he likes. 
CN - For greeting people in an appropriate manner without being reminded. 
SH - Worked really hard in her physio assessment! 
DE - Communicating really well during morning routines. 
JM - Incredible work during the dance lesson, copying moves and working with her friends. 
 
Oak 
Logan for some excellent and sorting into size piles of some clothes we had received as a 
donation!  
Billy T for some super-work on description when focusing on Detectives during our Literacy 
session!  
Jaydon for designing some super odd-socks for show during our assembly on National Odd 
Sock Day!  
Ryan for some excellent addition of coins during our Maths session on budgeting!  
Hannah for some excellent folding and tidying of the laundry room, during our weekly jobs!  
Elian for some super work when creating his own Detective during our Literacy work.  
Alfie for some excellent work during his online Purple Ruler Literacy session!  
Dan for some excellent creative thinking when developing a slogan for our Pop-up café.  
B for some excellent hoovering and engagement when learning about dishwashers and 
washing machines.  
Bethany for some great recall and ability when using a dishwasher and washing machine, 
including demonstrating them to peers.  
 
Hazel 
Amie - Lovely printing work in Enterprise when making dough decorations. 
Cally - Fabulous weekend news this week - sharing lots of information about what he had 
been up to. 
Faith - Great following of instructions during our music session. 
Liam - Amazing trip into the community this week and listening to instructions.  
Lewis - Fabulous weekend news and answering questions about what he had been doing.  
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Max - Wonderful community session this week - waiting with peers and making good 
choices. 
Jonathan - Brilliant Sherborne session with lovely engagement.  
George - Working really hard to navigate around school - great work! 
Kian - Awesome dance moves this week and showing his friends what to do.  
Rebecca - Lovely interaction with peers during Pupil Voice and asking her friends lots of 
questions. 
 

How can you help? 

 

Dates to remember: 

Wed 29th Nov- Parents evening (Bookings can be made via the link on Dojo) 
Thurs 7th Dec- Christmas dinner and jumper day 
Tues 12th Dec- 1.30-3.30pm- Friends Christmas Fayre 
Fri 22nd Dec- Break up day 
Mon 25th Dec- Fri 5th Jan 24- Christmas Holiday’s 
Mon 8th Jan 24- INSET day 


